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HYPERCOMICS in the 21st CENTURY

INTRODUCTION
Have current American hypercomics cartoonists used web techniques to reveal their
content in the most effective way to convey their stories?
Just as the arrival of the digital age has effected a sea change on all other media, the
use of computers to generate, alter and deliver comic strips, comic zines, single panel
cartoons and graphic novels has caused a profound alteration to this art form.
Currently in its infancy, comics on the internet – hypercomics – is a new mode of
graphic storytelling that offers wider possibilities than any of its 20th century
incarnations.
As with all technological art form leaps, the initial stages of this manifestation largely
exhibit a continuation of the previous form!s appearance, aesthetic and content. The
same was true for illuminated manuscripts and printed books, stage to screen, silent
film to sound, acoustic music to electric. Think how long video has been judged based
on its fidelity (or lack of) to the look of film.
As an early adapter to computer animation production from its film/video predecessor, I
endured years of complaints about the results being “nowhere near as good as film”.
And most weren!t. It took many creators delving into the constraints and advantages of
that new form to develop the quality product that has in some ways outstripped its
predecessors. And for society to cultivate the aesthetic to appreciate it.
Since the early 1990s, comics on the web have been re-producing two of its forerunners: print comics and limited animation. There are currently
attempts to present strengths of print comics and the particular power of the internet to bring forth a dynamic new manifestation. These new
configurations are a start for comics in the 21st century.
American comics developed into a particular art form over a few hundred years, becoming a language of expression all its own. Although different
cultures share more than not in the comics universe, the life of comics in various countries differs enormously from one to the other. As global as
the internet is, I!ll concentrate on American creators! efforts.
I!ll examine this language!s history, see how that relates to webcomics! vernacular, then analyze the current state of hypercomics to explore the
success of its creators to fully utilize the capabilities of comics storytelling in the interactive, freeform medium of the internet. And list some
creators whom I think are using the power of the web well.
Finally, I!ll propose a recipe for the most effective methods to create hypercomics.
© 2005 LEE MARRS –
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THE CLASSIC COMICS EXPERIENCE
Three aspects of printed comics have delineated both their creation and their readers! experience: systems of delivery, page layouts & style,
and content. Each of these aspects has had a dynamic effect on the other two, in a flowing, sometimes cascading, interaction.
As with all forms of media, the physical format of comics has been defined by the mechanics of its delivery system. The printed pages that have
been acceptable for delivery were fashioned with certain constraints and advantages. Those parameters have shaped the layouts and even the
graphic styles of comics profoundly. In what venues comics work has been available has affected the particular audiences chosen, the subject
matter considered suitable for those audiences. Over time, new content has pressured the marketplace to create new distribution outlets.

DELIVERY SYSTEMS
In all media, the role of delivery has a profound effect in all its other elements. When fresh comic strips
appeared every morning on every doorstep in the daily newspaper, this was the ultimate in easy access. When
comic books and paperback collections of cartoons were to be found at the corner newsstand, purchasing them
was merely a stop on the way home. When the only way one could check out the latest comics and graphic
novels was by driving across town to the one comics store, driving to the one mall where a bookstore carried 10
titles, or having to subscribe to a title by mail because there is no other source in town, the comics experience
was altered substantially.
Accessibility alone has served as a significant filter in not only comics readers! experiences, but in the popularity of the comics medium as a
whole. Distribution is the business end of media and the decline of U.S. purchasing outlets throughout the end of the 20th century made many in
the comics industry think that American comics would disappear as a form of expression. The more difficult the access – particularly if children
and/or teenagers were the major audience – the narrower the opportunity for growth or development in all the other aspects of production and
creativity.
Newspapers and magazines have been by far the core sources for comics, coming into households via newsstands or subscriptions. In the 1910s
and "20s, the newsstand was also the place to find cartoon dirty joke and/or sex books (“In the back, mister.”), wherein more salacious content
than The Katzenjammer Kids.
At various times, novelty books of collected cartoons have found their way next to cash registers and some of these have had considerable
success, like Kliban!s Cat book. The classier produced editions were compilations of New Yorker magazine or Playboy magazine cartoon work.
Most of the small, horizontally-formatted books were collections of newspaper comic strips such as Lil! Orphan Annie and Lil! Abner or more
recently Doonesbury, Calvin and Hobbes.
During the heyday of underground comix in the 1970s, these funky works could be found in more liberal college book stores, head shops, counter
culture-oriented stores, underground newspapers, and hippie cafes. Ironically, the “decadent” roots of comic books! original venues among pulp
© 2005 LEE MARRS –
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magazines in sleazy news stands was now repeated. An entirely different sort of reader could share the thrill of his grandfather!s lurid 1930s
shopping, substituting marijuana for bootleg whiskey. But there were never more than a few hundred of these comix store outlets in the US.
Beginning in the early 1970s, by the late 1980s the main distribution for comics had become the comics
specialty store - serving up toys and games as well - in about 8,000 locations. These pitifully dinky Pop and
Pop stores (no girls encouraged) rarely operated with a cash register and were often an outgrowth of a
personal obsession with Spiderman rather than a business decision. Potential customers could feel that they
had accomplished the Heroes! Journey in merely finding their obscure and shoddy sites.
Decades of attempts by major comics companies to expand delivery into both grocery stores and book stores
has met with checkered success. Fueled in the early 1980s by the rise of graphic novels (stories in traditional
book formats rather than in magazines!) and the appearance in movies and TV of such characters as
Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, the X-Men and Blade, chain book stores now stock a few hundred titles
of graphic stories in book format.
Of course, the same competition for shelf space that plagues the small
publisher or self- publisher goes double for the independent comics creator.
So, distribution into book stores has been slim to none and the overwhelming
preference of most comics specialty store owners has been for major
companies! superhero titles. However, in the 1990s, small press expositions
began to pop up in a few large cities and some college towns and this
exposure gained increased distribution for some personally created comics.

LAYOUTS & STYLE
Printed cartoons appeared before the Revolutionary War in America, in broadsides and newspapers.
As woodcuts or copperplates, they consisted of one image with multiple figures and events presented
most often in a horizontal format dictated by the column widths of their publications. Dialogues and/or
captions were placed near each speaker or particular action, sometimes with elegant lines pointing to
the designated source of a comment. The crude quality of the paper and reproduction method
necessitated a certain style of shading and amount of detail following the printed illustrations of the
time.
By the early 1800s, borders were placed around most illustrations and cartoons. That is, one border
would surround the entire cartoon as a method to set it off from the huge blocks of tiny, cramped text of
the publication. These borders only served the purpose of clarity, to aid in readability.
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KATZENJAMMER KIDS Rudolph Dirks 1897
Because storytelling does sometimes involve the passage of time, there were examples of multiple imagery. Simple, time-based representations
were drawn in a left-to-right arrangement, following the English language!s reading direction. All the images would be then be encompassed by
one border. As sophistication in communication grew, there was a need to divide up the presentation of drawn events so that the audience could
tell that FIRST one thing happened, THEN another thing happened, and so on. Multiple panels, each with its own border, could provide that sense
of time.
This entirely new way of arranging information – placing images within bordered panels that string together to
make a more complex reading experience than one image – is the turning point in cartoon history. By
enabling a creator to present the element of time into his/her storytelling, the possible scope of work – its
depth and variety – is opened up to compete with all other media.

“Putting images in a sequence transforms each image. Each not only has a significance as a
separate item, but when seen in conjunction with previous and subsequent images, it becomes a
flowing story – of sequential art”.
Will Eisner
So, whereas in the single panel cartoon, there is one chance to arrange information, this sequential layout
provides four levels of manipulation. The creator theoretically has the opportunity to arrange the information
1.) in a panel 2.) in each subsequent panels, 3.) to decide how many panels will appear on each page,
4.) what size and shape the panels are – depending on the design of the publication. The result for creative
expression is one of potentially orchestral complexity.

Multi-paneled comic book layout
© 2005 LEE MARRS –
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PRINT COMICS! INTERACTIVITY
Therefore, the major “timing” of comic images! appearance is
controlled by the creator – he/she designs the story to be a certain
number of panels and/or pages. If it!s a strip, they choose how many
panels of what proportions. If a book rather than a strip, he/she places
a certain number of panels on each page in particular arrangements.
The reader controls at what pace he/she moves through the pages
and can skip ahead, come back, cheat ahead to the ending or become
absorbed for several minutes on one image. Whatever they please.
This is the extent of user interactivity for print comics.

The cartoonist decides where to “break” the story into separate pages.
These breaks in the story flow can be used by the creator for
storytelling purposes – to reveal a surprise, insert a pause in the
narrative, create a separate scene in another location or another point
in time.

In this layout of a story!s start at right, the emphasis is on the two kids.
At the bottom of the page, the initial action moment pauses on a
suspense note – what are they up to? Also, a reader might easily
assume that these kids are the lead characters in the story.
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In this next version of the same story, the reader sees the fully
completed action of the kids! leaps. The victim of their action is
introduced as well and there is a start to seeing their relationship to
her. Who the lead may be is unclear as yet.

In addition to the number of panels on a page and where they are
located, the size of size and shape of each panel can convey many
levels of expression: dramatic emphasis, the speed at which action
occurs, whether the panel!s content is a memory, a dream or the
story!s main narrative.

!
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PAGE1: Many techniques are used to convey dreaming: various panel PAGE2: Here the abrupt timing of the shift from dream state to reality is
border treatments (as shown here), art style alterations such as blurred indicated by the direct placement of the kids! leap over the image of the
lines, psychedelic color shifts and so on.
two terrorists. Only the slight overlap of the kid!s yell serves as a
transition.
© 2005 LEE MARRS –
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THE DOUBLEPAGE VISION
Yet, actually realizing this layout potential in America was a hard fought struggle. The main constraint on cartoons! creative expression in regard
to layout has been comics! delivery systems: newspapers quickly adhered to the strip format, whereby only 3 or 4 horizontal panels were allowed
at prescribed dimensions. During the early years of the 20th century, some strip cartoonists could “go wild” on the Sunday edition full page color
stories, but not every strip was given this opportunity. As the century marched on, the space allotted for comics became progressively smaller and
the actual printed sizes of the comic strips has shrunk, resulting in even less creative leeway for the cartoonists.
American comic books provided a somewhat better layout opportunity, with significant restrictions: the uniformly few number of pages in any issue,
the small physical dimensions of comic books in the U.S. and the horrifying insertion of ad pages in the middle of stories. This last element – in
addition to interrupting the flow of a story entirely - meant that creators could never know which pages would be facing each other, so full control of
pacing was not possible.
This last consideration has significance.
Readers actually experience multi-paneled
comics in a more complex fashion than
merely panel-to-panel. They perceive
comics pages as “mise-en-page” – as a
whole space consisting of the 2 page open
spread of the book as well as each
individual page & panel-to-panel. If there!s
no telling which 2 pages will be opposite
each other, the design of each page has to
stand alone. Traditionally, Japanese
publishers are the ones who!ve taken this
larger consciousness into serious
consideration in their publication designs.
But for underground comix, there were no
ads in the interior pages, so 2 page layouts
could be arranged with certainty - enabling
some amazingly creative and new uses of
center page spreads. Otherwise, the
appearance of underground comix
didn!t bring a revolution in the physical
form of comics. There was some variety in
the format, slight changes in the size or
number of pages in an issue.
THE FURTHER FATTENING ADVENTURES OF PUDGE, GIRL BLIMP Lee Marrs 1974
© 2005 LEE MARRS –
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Many books were anthologies, so the length of stories was restricted as well. Nevertheless, underground artists had, and took, the opportunity to
develop a greater variety of page layout and storytelling than previous generations. The lack of mainstream attention gave space to experiment.

The breakthrough in the undies was the freedom to draw in any style possible, while working with
the disadvantages of mostly mediocre printing and 1950s mechanical color cover techniques. The
graphic styles ran the full gamut possible in black and white. The psychedelic distortions and intense
detail popular at the time were pioneered by some of these cartoonists, who often designed rock
posters and album covers as well.
These personalized art styles inspired the next generations of creators, those who work in the
alternative arena, produce zines and/or self-publish. Not only is there an enormous scope to the
graphic styles of their work, but the styles completely match the current graphic look of other media:
web design, advertising, animation. Now, even many of the mainstream comic books exhibit the
current American art styles, including the decade -plus Manga influence. !
Victor Moscoso 1969

Laurenn McCubbin
© 2005 LEE MARRS –
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CONTENT
For the last half of the 20th century in America, the majority of subject matter for comic strips, comic books and cartoon collections has been
geared to the “family-oriented” mainstream audience, teenagers, or children. Yet, this hasn!t always been so and in the last 20 years, the range of
subject matter even for print comics has broadened once again to nearly the range of the early half of the 20th century. Some of the most
profound creative work in the U.S. has been done in comics of the last century!s end and the beginning of this one.
As mentioned before, cartoons first appeared in America in newspapers and political
broadsides. Social and political commentary in cartoon form accompanied the War of
1812, the Civil War, the Gold Rush, the Suffragette movement, Prohibition and so
on. Thomas Nast was the century!s star in political cartooning and parodies of his
classic 1870s work appear regularly even now. This tradition of political cartooning
has continued through the centuries to today, even broadening in format from single
panels to some comic strips such as Doonesbury and Tom Tomorrow!s This Modern
World . Cartoonists Gary Trudeau and Art Spiegelman of Maus fame have won
Pulitzer Prizes for their work.
Although historically much more widespread in Latin America, Spain, India and
Japan, comics have been used as a learning tool. Beginning in World War II, the
comic book format was considered perfect for military training manuals and several
American studios developed to meet that need. This sort of assignment was Will
Eisner!s studio!s bread and butter even into the 1960s, with them producing
countless books and pamphlets on tank repair and such.

“Who Stole the People!s Money?” Thomas Nast 1871

Over the American centuries, the variety of cartoon content in magazines
has been an exact parallel to the range of each publication!s readership,
from The Masses, Life, Puck, to Captain Billy!s Whizbang . The original,
steady publishers of comic books came out of the pulp magazine
industry, forever branding comics as “trash”. However, in the full range of
thousands of magazine titles, the single panel cartoon found
respectability. No matter how serious the magazine, there were always
cartoons.

CAPTAIN BILLY!S WHIZBANG 1923
© 2005 LEE MARRS –
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This same variety of content found in magazines was the basis for a rich stew of subject matter in the 1940s and early 1950s comic books. Every
genre was represented: adventure, fantasy, horror, people humor, animal humor, fowl humor, mystery, western, true crime “Snatched from the
Pages of Today!s Headlines”, and romance. Many segments of society enjoyed comics, which were readily available at newsstands and magazine
racks in drugstores. Surveys of the time revealed that slightly more women than men made up the readership. Until recently, this period provided
the widest range of content for comic strips and books.

FOUR COLOR #9, Carl Barks' first comic work • EC's WEIRD SCIENCE #12 1951 • DETECTIVE COMICS #1 1937
By the mid 1960s this torrent of subject matter had narrowed to the superhero genre, and would stay there for the next 30+ years, with the few
excepts of Archie comics and the Walt Disney titles. Both the magazine market and newspapers had consolidated sources and/or disappeared
with a heady speed. Possible U.S. markets were few for a creator seeking a living. Cartoonists interested in creating other subject matter had to
move into other fields, like illustrated books or animation, to make their ideas real – and eat at the same time.

© 2005 LEE MARRS –
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This bland picture changed with the coming of the counterculture. In the late 1960s and 1970s, a few teenyweeny publishers began printing underground comix. These badly distributed ravings on almost every
previously forbidden/banned subject provided a venue for repressed cartoon creativity on several levels.
There were tales of gore and violence of every sort, rampant and frolicking drug use, hysterical parodies of
other media, intense feminist romances, funny everydaylife, nightmares of self-expression, deeply naked
personal stories, revenge fantasies on Facist Amerikka, and serious, fact-based exposes of corporate
crime. And then the next month …
This is not to say that publishers didn!t have demands – usually “More sex!” – but the possibility of personal
expression was twenty times that of the mainstream comic book arena.
Underground comix cartoonists also had a much better opportunity to create
their own books – titles with only their work. Most mainstream comics strips
and books have traditionally been - and still are - produced by a team of
people. This factory system largely was a function of their short production
schedules and delivery demands (not to get into workers! rights vs corporate
behavior, a related subject). With almost no deadlines and almost no profit,
underground cartoonists had to create their comix as solo endeavors.
THE FABULOUS FURRY FREAK BROTHERS #3 Gilbert Shelton 1973

THE NEW ADVENTURES OF JESUS Foolbert Sturgeon
There is no question that creative team efforts can produce as fantastic quality as
solo work. No fan of Broadway musicals would declare that all solo productions
are better than play-producing teams. But finding the particular 3 or 4 or 5 talents
who can make comics hits takes us back to the studio days of MGM and
Paramount. Not so likely, quite difficult to bring together good teams who!ll stay
together. Solo efforts often contain the power of an intense vision that is
compelling. This solo legacy has inspired the next generations. Even if you!re
alone – you can do it.

CORPORATE CRIME COMICS Editor: Leonard Rifas 1977
© 2005 LEE MARRS –
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So the alternative creators of zines and small press efforts have
followed the model of the undergrounds with content creation –
usually solo endeavors, sometimes a partnership. And they!ve
definitely followed the example of self-expression - exploring the
universal, the mundane, the silly, the scary, the personal stories,
ranting for/against you-name-it. But this enormous variety of content
didn!t magically find a national or global market for small press
products.

LIFE IN HELL Matt Groening 1977

FINDER - SIN EATER PART I by Carla Speed McNeil.

GRAPHIC NOVELS
One change in comics format had a impact in all the arenas of comics content: mainstream, alternative and underground. This was the graphic
novel. Previously, stories were either multi-issued or single issues of a few dozen pages. But the designing a mini-series and the reading of it in
installments is a different aesthetic experience than that of a novel. Pacing, layout, all the aspects that both subtly and dramatically alter content
are … different. With some exceptions, this longer format (with better production values) resulted in deeper work, more thoughtful, entertaining
and inspiring comics.
The rise of this new format attracted a wider range of readers, containing entire stories in one volume and looking “just like a book”. In turn, the
new form attracted different creators – beyond comics cartoonists – so that “straight” illustrators and designers lent their stories to this form as
well. Although not solely the invention of Will Eisner, his 1978 CONTRACT WITH GOD is credited with the breakthrough event.
Thus, it would seem that the latest generation of comics creators (and older farts who were still involved) were primed for a chance to express
themselves outside of dinky, personal distribution. To tell their very own stories with no editors, no publishers, no store owners to “judge” their
worth. It could be supposed that they would be ready for the internet.
© 2005 LEE MARRS –
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CONTENT: THE KEY TO IMMERSIVE COMICS
“What goes INSIDE the panel is PRIMARY!” Will Eisner
Whatever the layout, the full power of comics enjoyment is the content inside the panels. The key word is INSIDE. The material inside the panels –
the story, the graphics that reveal that story – are the core of the comics experience. The panels are the organizing windows used to aid the
reader!s imagination. In this way, the reader can move inside the story as it unfolds. If the content is good and the layout doesn!t interfere, the
reader enjoys as immersive an experience as a good novel. The reader GOES there, inside the story.

A brilliant description of this process can be found in Michael Chabon!s The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier and Clay . When, far along in the
story, Chabon begins to relate the content of a finished comics story, he doesn!t describe the mechanics of what is seen. So, there is no “Caption:
Later that night. In the first panel, The Escapist is standing on the edge of a rooftop. The word balloon says …” Instead he describes the comic!s
tale as though it were actually HAPPENING, with all the internal dialogue and romantic lyricism that the 1940s! adventures evoked. The comic!s
story unfolds directly in the reader!s head, never truly registering the layout, the shape of the thought balloons.

This same quality of immersive experience is possible on the web. In fact, since as monkeys in the trees we were hardwired to pay close attention
to anything that moves (“Tiger! Run!” or “Breakfast? Attack!”), an interactive comics experience COULD be more powerful than a print one. The
task is to design online methods that can expand on the print experience to convey excellent content in even more engaging and lively ways.

Currently, the linchpins to this close involvement are ease of use and familiarity. I!ll address these prime factors later in the HYPERCOMICS IN
THE 21ST CENTURY section.

© 2005 LEE MARRS –
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FROM PRINT THERE TO DIGITAL HERE

The world of comic strips and books didn!t leap directly from traditional print to the world wide web like Billy Batson yelling “SHAZAM!” to become
Capt. Marvel. Like other print media, comics spent much of the 20th century!s last decades shifting painfully into digital printing. As a small print
entity, the comics field was quite late in changing its methods of production. This timidity was in keeping with the conservative decision making
that had hallmarked all aspects of the 1950s –1990s major comic book/comic strip industry: content, creator!s rights, diversity of personnel, etc.
Although the 1970s brought a considerable change in the range of subject matter with the rise of underground comix, their cheap methods of
production were in some cases a repeat of 1950s! techniques.
Comics writers were the digital firsts, using word processors for their scripts. Back in the name brand zones of both comic strips and books such
as DC Comics, Marvel Comics, and the newspaper syndicates, most often the creative tasks were divided among the writer and the artist(s) of a
particular title. With the rise of more robust personal computers, especially the color Macintosh, production artists began to emerge from the
personal desktop publishing arena to a public one. Finally, the comics companies began using computers to do the coloring process, with the
coloring departments or most often, outsourced small companies, scanning in traditionally inked art pages and coloring them digitally.
This one change in the process quickly gave birth to a much more elaborate and sometimes sophisticated look to comics, resulting in a painterly
range of effects which aided in graphic novels! rise. This book-like form of comics lent an air of seriousness, even – gasp –- respectability to the art
form. However, these new techniques had no major impact on the content of the major companies! output for years. The same superhero
emphasis was now just produced digitally.
Yet the effect on alternative and self-published comics work was revolutionary! Underground comix may have slowed to a trickle, but various small
publishers, with their own content and artistic slant, had popped up around the U.S. And, since the late 1960s, various individual artists had
published their own work. However, the high cost of even cheap printing and the low print run numbers meant that most self-publishers had to use
crude methods such as photocopying to produce their books. This was especially true for the early "80s minicomics – a letter sheet folded in half.

© 2005 LEE MARRS –
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Indeed the initial improvement for these independent comics creators came from the digital shift of the copying industry: increased quality of
reproduction, size manipulation, color copying (for covers) and self-copying outlets. The number of individuals or groups of friends producing
comics expanded enormously. As personal computers proliferated, truly anyone could create and produce their own printed strips, stories, comic
books or graphic novels.
It was in this alternative zone that the range of content, layout, and graphic styles exploded. Underground comix had paved the way with personal
stories, sex, drugs, fantasy, gory violence, urban humor. Now, every possible subject matter was produced: wrestling soap operas, soft porn,
children!s fables, romantic comedies, science fiction, detective tales, humor of any kind, non-fiction exposés, gothic westerns, lesbian baseball
adventures (set in the 1940s).
The new breadth of comics art styles was amazing too. Mainstream strips and comic books had lagged behind the general culture!s graphic styles
by decades. That is, in the late 1960s, comics syndicates were requiring new strips to echo the look of 1940s strips. In the 1970s and "80s, major
comic book companies opened up to a more realistic and expert version of their traditional superhero styles, but it was in the alternative, selfpublished arena that truly hip, current graphic styles emerged.
Layouts in these works were much more varied as well: very small or very large books, horizontal pages rather than vertical, and some variations
on the linear narrative. But print was still rectangular, and digital changes did nothing to alter the restrictions of distribution, especially for
individuals trying to spread their work beyond their hometowns. It might be easier to make the comics, but for a creator to get those zines out to a
wide audience? Still the same story. No go.

GIRL SWIRL FANZINE
Taryn Hipp
ARCHIPELAGO
Sharon
CARTOGRAPHY FOR
BEGINNERS April
So, by the time the internet became available to consumers, both word processing writers and desktop-publishing comics artists, who had been
using layout & drawing programs on scanned art, would seem to be primed to go webwise. Still, they would enter this new media with some
serious print baggage. Although moving onto the web with comics created an entirely new distribution system, the other traditional aspects of
comic book creation and reading were alive and well in these creators! heads: a comics strip is a daily horizontal 4 panel gag, a comic book story
is a vertical layout of multi-panels, etc. This is the yin/yang print baggage that professional and amateur creators would bring to webcomics.

© 2005 LEE MARRS –
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GOING DIGITAL !
TO WEB FROM PRINT … OR FROM HOME PRACTICE?
By 1993, there was a considerable collection of American cartoonists who had shifted into using digital technology to produce their work, if only on
the coloring and/or printing aspects of the process. These artists were working in all the comics arenas: newspaper strips, political cartooning,
mainstream comics, alternative press comics, CD Rom games, video games. It would seem , viewing that creators! landscape, that especially the
small press and self-publishing creators would leap at the chance to distribute their work in the “absolutely free”, open-ended new media of the
web. They were fairly computer savvy and certainly thirsted for a way to get their work Out There. Not so. By far, the artists who moved onto the
internet were … beginning amateurs. What?!!
These were fledgling creators who in most cases had not yet done art professionally at all. Or, if they were professional artists, they had not done
comics. None chose to work in the comic book format – multiple panels in varied juxtaposition. All drew comic strips.

“The first five years were marked by raw, crude cartooning, the establishment of successful formats and genres
(so many newspaper-style strips, so many tech-support jokes), and working without an economic or social net.
The second five years brought art that is more sophisticated and storytelling, the increased testing and breaking
of creative boundaries (Diary strips! Infinite canvas! Flash! Comics that aren't about computer nerds!), and the
establishment of organized collectives, aesthetic theories, and moneymaking schemes.”
Shaenon Garrity, creator of the webcomic NARBONIC
Jan. 2005 Webcomics Examiner!s roundtable on The Future of Webcomics
Several factors contributed to this influx of amateurs. Early adaptors to technology – if the price point and access are there – are often young
people. Most of the early 1990s internet characteristics mentioned above were enough to turn away experienced professionals from even showing
their work there. And many of the early artists on the web were technical types, folks who were online due to their involvement in the technology
having nothing necessarily to comics at all. So they had a familiarity with digital matters that ordinary artists did not. What professional cartoonist ,
having spent years gaining control over the quality of his/her art, would go to a great deal of trouble and expense to display his/her work in this
nightmare of cruddiness ? Who would want a client to think one!s work looked THAT bad?
In just a few years, some comic book professionals did pay attention to the improving pace of internet technologies and began to upload examples
of their print work on the web – especially those whose work already existed in digital form due to having been colored digitally. But this was a
matter of establishing online portfolios, whereby prospective collectors and fans of an artists! work could take a look at the merchandise. Or
perhaps a prospective client could check out the range of styles an artist could produce.
But the cartoonists who were creating original work for the web were making daily or weekly comic strips. Very very few attempted the comic book
format. What could be found on the web in the mid 1990s were replications of the 1915 daily strip form.
© 2005 LEE MARRS –
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WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM Hans Bjordahl
The first comic strip online 1992

© 2005 LEE MARRS –

DOCTOR FUN David Farley 1993
and still going strong
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TO WEB FROM ANIMATION
The storytelling cartoonists who flocked to the net as soon general access made it possible were animators! Computer graphics had come to the
animation field in the 1980s with systems designed for use in TV stations and industrial/scientific presentations. On the surface it would seem that
animators had the same discouragements that print artists did. In fact, the most widespread type of animation in America then was “limited
animation”, a method that worked fairly well even on early web connection technology.
Limited animation is a low budget 2D technique in which as few parts of a character or the background as possible move at all. A mainstay for
Saturday morning TV series and all non-entertainment production (industrials, instructionals, legals, CD Rom games, etc.), this method was
perfect for GIF-based animation on the web. Even the restricted palette of flat colors was similar to the parameters that animators had been
dealing with all along – especially in the games field where cheers had broken out when the palette grew to sixteen colors. Wow! Making dinky
creations look good and move well was already the forte of many animators who!d spent the 1980s turning eight pixels into a mighty warrior or an
angry frog.
TRAINING GROUND
Starting with very simple GIF animations and moving into what are now sometimes elaborately clever and beautiful Flash animations, online
greetings cards offered an early training ground and employment for many cartoonists. Artists freelancing for Blue Mountain and others produced
hundreds of new e-cards a week for a few years. It was a production pattern that resembled the1950s American magazine market, with several
publishing sources and a steady volumetric need. And paid as badly too.
This phenomenon shrank to its current steady trickle, with a several companies like Hallmark and Yahoo still producing cards – usually a
combination offering of some for free and others for sale. But that boom period provided an entire generation of artists with the need and
opportunity to master digital, online basics.
Most all got a dash of Macromedia Flash learning as well. This relatively simple introduction to programmed interactivity proved to be a harbinger
for more serious and web-only internet comics designs, to be discussed later.

THUGS ON FILM Mondo Media 1999

Todd Gallina
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DELIVERY SYSTEMS
Many years before the internet went public, digital material was delivered on floppy disks and CD-ROMS. Training manuals, some advertising for
large ticket items like luxury cars, and video/computer games could be found on these new formats. But for the most part, these digital storage
disks failed to become a vehicle for comics. Artists did use them to distribute portfolio examples, but the expense of CD burning and the scarcity of
computers nationwide prevented these methods from becoming a network for comics storytelling.
Then came the internet. Initially the engineering constraints of modem speeds, the data delivery, and design restrictions of the early internet
provided awkward results for presentation of any art. The personnel who could operate the equipment necessary to connect online were relatively
few. It was not until the spread of commercially available internet connections to personal computers that cartoonists could begin to seriously
attempt creating work for the net in approximately 1992/3.
The ease with which cartoons could be uploaded increased, widening the range of creators capable of such endeavors from only the hardcore
tech savvy to the computer newbie. The level of computer expertise necessary to produce a web comic lowered by each year!s seasons. There
were still levels of technical difficulties – having web pages that “went down”, snail!s pace modem speeds that meant it would take 5 minutes to
load one graphic or artwork that looked unreadable with certain browsers. And some of these gaffes continue to today.
In addition, the internet!s very vast nature produced a barrier. How to FIND comics? Trial and error, word of mouth for web sites? This major
distribution difficulty has been lessened by three advances:
First was the arrival of the email attachment. Now, graphics could be embedded in deliveries not just to anyone!s doorstep, but to their desktop. So
cartoons could both be sent directly and links to cartoon sites could be sent as well.
Second was the rise and rapid improvement of search engines, enabling everyone to locate comics web sites and favorite cartoonists work with
relative ease. And this improvement encouraged cartoonists to use less obscure URL titles, whose cleverness had actually prevented potential
viewers from locating them.
Third was the use of collective sites, where a user could go to access several cartoonists! work AND often run across links to even more group
sites. Some groups have coalesced around subject matter/style, others for financial/practical reasons, and even others for both.
Current surveys indicate that a majority of home computer users have DSL connections, so the load time issue is lessening in importance. And
with the rapid improvement in compression codecs, the possible quality and smaller size of the web images has made their delivery more
effective.
Through the internet, comics could now be available any time of the day or night in the home. A fan could choose whatever and how many comics
to view, unfettered by any intermediaries – publishers, editors, censors, sponsors. And, although price doesn!t seem to have ever been a barrier to
enjoying comics, the cartoons are 90% free! At last, a completely free opportunity to create and enjoy comics. Well, they were for a while. Even
now, the subscriber-based sites are a bargain. The most facile and unfettered method for delivering comics experiences in all history has arrived!
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FORMATS & STYLE
Although the variety of print graphic styles was endless by the 1990s, there were severe restrictions to replicating that scope – or quality – on the
web. Some of these constraints were universal: low screen resolutions, slow modem speeds that meant any image took forever to load, crude
compression codecs that chewed up image quality. But the most discouraging factor was uncertainty. The array of cranky browsers could display
the same image in a horrifyingly unforeseen variety of ways: extremely small, distortedly wide, blown up with pixelated debris, in unrecognizable
colors, and – most scary – perhaps not display the images at all. It would take years before the internet could present artwork anywhere near the
detail and nuance that even cartoonists whose style was very simple could embrace. Forget cross hatching, a mainstay technique of mainstream
comic books. Delicate line work just disappeared.
Back in the day, having to take so long to upload a new page reinforced the traditional daily print strip layout. The deadsimple ease of scrolling
down that one page resulted in comic book pages that went down down down. The idea to insert a link inside an online comics page to take the
user to another web page might be there, but the danger of it A.) not working and throwing the user off to limbo B.) confusing the user with
complexity – can they follow branching stories? discouraged its implementation. Web comics were graphically simple print comics, just delivered
inside your house directly.
Whether it was the usual shift in trends (a return to the early 1960s) or a result of the increasing popularity of the web, thick-lined, simple graphics
with flat, restricted color became the rage and a ping-pong rhythm of digital to print to video to animation ricocheted about America. That arc has
swung back again and now any type of style can be presented online – just so as it doesn!t have to move. Photoshop and improved scanning
makes the full range of graphics possible.
Currently, especially strong are the incidents of manga style webcomics, in keeping with its growing popularity in print media. The creators who
use this style tell every sort of story using this graphic design. Another graphic style that sometimes appears as still images and sometimes as
Flash animations is the sprite comic. An overview of these game art-based works is included in the Appendix 1.

INFINITE CANVAS
After several years of online technical advances did standardize and improve graphics! appearance and load pace, Scott McCloud suggested a
conceptual breakthrough in his 2000 book, REINVENTING COMICS, his sequel to the landmark 1993 UNDERSTANDING COMICS. Panels could
be placed on web pages in any layout at all! They didn!t need to follow the proportions of print pages. Double page spread? Pah! Triple page
spreads! Panels could, like a string of pearls, be positioned in any sort of pattern: circles, spirals, stair steps – each panel still with a border (of any
shape). He called this the “Infinite Canvas” and produced quite entertaining examples on his own web site http://www.scottmccloud.com.
This concept has given birth to quite a raft of creations by eager artists. As with most innovations, much of the resultant work has been cluttered
rather than fabulous, but a waterfall of experimentation has flowed from this initial, different approach to one of the three key aspects of comics. It
has been a lever to open up both new levels of creative expression and amazing confusion. Revisiting the creator!s choice on how many panels,
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of what shape and size placed where, it takes a particularly talented
artist to place panel patterns that actually enhance the content,
since what!s going on INSIDE the panels is what counts.
For now, two tech savvy webcomics creators have independently
created software programs which enable users to travel an
expanded web page well: Daniel Merlin Goodbrey with his “Tarquin
Engine” http://www.e-merl.com and Mark Müller with his “Infinite
Canvas” http://www.infinitecanvas.com/. Both provide creators with
a way to set up movement by the user to navigate on the z axis as
well as x and y, with the latter so far only available on the Mac
platform.
For an overview of these programs:
http://www.comixpedia.com/print.php?sid=2131

REINVENTING COMICS Scott McCloud 2000 page 223
Wherein some possible layouts are … laid out.
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DOODLEFLAK Daniel Merlin Goodbrey 2002
“Just what do roving gangs of urban leeches, amputee ninja and the polite wrath of Jesus Christ have in common? Doodleflak, that's what. This
twisted hypercomic sketch show needs Flash to run and a sick mind to appreciate.”
© 2005 LEE MARRS –
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LIMITED ANIMATION
“Animation is differentiated as a form in that is sequential in time rather than spatially juxtaposed
as comics are. That is, the shape of the screen stays the same for each frame of animation –
unlike pages of comics, which come in many proportions with panels of infinite shapes.” Scott McCloud
This is certainly a different format than anything in print comics media! Animated webcomics are also not film animation either. There are very
fuzzy lines here as to what is considered animation and what is a comic. For entrance into internet festivals, the work has to have more moving
parts than not and changing backgrounds. But many webcomics have sound, especially sound effects. The addition of moving parts, sound, and
simple, user-controlled interactivity is a unique aspect of some animated webcomics. I!d have to agree with the festivals, though. A couple of small
elements moving in a panel – comics. Otherwise – animation.
Of more significance here is the impact on interactive storytelling. Comic strips have always been a string of similarly sized or exactly replicated
panels. Having some movement and sound in a comic strip work makes it a little livelier. Such an animated webcomic could take better advantage
of online possibilities by inserting hyperlinks to branching storylines or adding pop-ups that reveal thoughts and so on.
It!s in the use of the multi-paneled layout, the “panels of infinite shapes” that is one of the main strengths of comic book storytelling, that the
addition of motion becomes tricky. Adding movement to this configuration is a much more complex proposition – not technically, but in the sense
of serving the content well. Will Eisner even warned against this type of distraction for print comics:
“Powerhouse layouts... can overwhelm and distract the reader and overwhelm the story.”
So for a creator to use juxtaposed panels (space standing in as sequential time and story emphasis) AND movement (actual sequential time and
emphasis) AT THE SAME TIME messes with these conflicting pivot points of user focus. This isn!t to say that it can!t be done well. But it means
that the creator is now juggling raw content, basic layout and pacing in both time AND space … at the same time. Definitely a center ring circus act
to pull off!
I!ll recommend a method in the HYPERCOMICS IN THE 21ST CENTURY section.
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CONTENT
There is no way of knowing – without an enormous grant and miles of assistants for research – what percentage of webcomics contain what sorts
of content. Months of continued browsing did uncover almost every possible subject represented in some crude fashion that most loosely could be
called comics formats (inside rectangles with captions).
However, in the universe of links that come up when any of the TERMS used for this field are browsed, an overwhelming number of original web
comic strips are reality-based personal stories. In this zone, the exercising of no boundaries doesn!t seem to have given birth to waves of
outrageous, bizarre, wacky, deeply erotic, amazingly violent, esoterically dense, or extreme subject matter. Certainly there are a several examples
scattered around on thousands of sites, but most American webcomics resemble alternative print comics, created by the same generation as
many web artists. This is in keeping with the intensely personal nature of much web content.
(Some lively exceptions: http://opi8.com This site declares for “Abandonment, death, desire, destruction, disgust, drugs, escapism,
experimentation, greed, hallucinations, hatred, ignorance, illusions, isolation, jealousy, murder, nightmares, obsession, pain, perversion, pleasure,
pride, provocation, reality, revelation, sex, slavery, violence”.) Also Tristan Farnon!s completely elaborate fumetti- like http://www.leisuretown.com,
full of profane, outrageous characters.
One interesting internet comics phenomenon is the widespread amount of American political content. Considering the small number of
independently-owned newspapers and magazines in the U.S., it!s no surprise that these tumultuous times have given rise to such a volume of
political expression on the web. It most often appears in the form of limited animation, with some productions being quite elaborate.
As mentioned before, a somewhat newer trend in web comics is the sprite comic, as characterized by 8-bit Theater. These comics usually swipe
images from older console video games, like Final Fantasy, and then provide humorous speech bubbles after copying and pasting the characters
onto a background. As with manga in print, this is a graphics style as well as a subject matter. See Appendix 1.
NEVER NEVER AGAIN Mark Fiore
"

WHOGIRL Steven Henry #
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THE VIEW FROM THE CREATORS
Comics have appeared on the web for twelve years and this has recently given rise to various forums on the state of internet comics. Chat rooms
and formal virtual forums have recently discussed the present and future of this art form. These sources have proven quite valuable as insight into
what the creators and reviewers of webcomics think about what they!re doing.
These discussions invariably identify these current characteristics:
1.) WEB CONTENT CAN BE ANYTHING
See above in CONTENT section. This is valued mightily and the awareness of this freedom is strong and well-appreciated among webcomics
creators.
As mentioned in several forums, most of the first web comic strips concerned VERY small slivers of niche content, mostly tech nerd – oriented.
These were and are like the cartoons drawn for the bulletin board of a particular department of a particular company – the insider zone is only 2
feet wide. This narrowcasting, aiming for a select audience, characterizes many webcomics as well, with completely “in” jokes abounding.
Impressively, the wide range of human interests and angst is represented on the web. If all that freedom creates is a vehicle for truly personal
expression, the internet is invaluable.
2.) WEB STORIES CAN BE VERY VERY LONG.
The freedom to explore a storyline at any pace desired is another advantage to creating webcomics. This has translated into perhaps 50% of the
online comics strips having storylines that are much much longer than the typical 1-6 weeks. Just like print strips, most of these have a daily punch
line , while also aiming at a longer story arc as well . The desire is to hook viewers into continued visits to the site to follow the tale.
The resulting quality of most of the stories seems to be less than stellar, with the final climatic episodes rarely warranting such length. Gee, 90
episodes? But in many cases, the getting there is ALL of the fun, and that!s a rewarding daily experience – what most viewers who aren!t media
critics are looking for.
3.) WEBCOMICS READERS CAN INSTANTLY AND DIRECTLY COMMUNICATE WITH THE CARTOONISTS.
This is one of the truly unique characteristics of comics on the internet. Email exchanges between the fans and the artists are sometimes
enhanced by cartoonists! web blogs that cover quite a bit about the artists! thinking, creative process, back stories and so on. There need not be
any wondering by the artists as to the reactions to their work. Bang! Feedback.
This communication improves greatly on personal newsletters that (especially freelance) print creators have circulated for 20+ years to subscribing
fans. These newsletters covered most of the same ground as current cartoonists! web sites: reprinting fan letters, answering questions and
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announcing upcoming publications and/or personal appearances. But that laborious production pales in comparison to the immediate and easy
online connection. In some cases, online cartoonists have quickly incorporated suggestions into their strips.
The nurturing value of the web!s communication connection cannot be overestimated in the creative life of cartoonists. It is the juice of artistic
existence, whether the feedback is positive or negative. It means that the work hasn!t meandered off some cliff into the dark. Someone is out there
reading it! And they care about what was produced! Terrific! Even if they hated it – they READ it.
4.) WEB STORIES CAN BE COMPLETELY TIMELY.
Forums and chat rooms seem to agree that this possibility is rarely made real. For web comic strips of a very simple style, certainly work could be
created and uploaded in one day. But the usual pattern seems to be weekly commentary, often in political strips. On occasion, due to the crisis
nature of many current news events, the political cartoonist Mark Fiore has wacked out a Flash animated cartoon in a day.
The daily strips are produced as print media ones are, working in advance. How much in advance is the decision of the individual artist rather than
a newspaper syndicate, which does reinforce the personal work habits rather than a production line construct.
5.) WEB CREATORS CAN JOIN IN GROUP SITES FOR BETTER OUTREACH & SHARED RESOURCES.
These collectives began fairly early on in internet comics. This has been a pattern in alternative comics for decades as well, in order to get better
distribution and cut down on print run costs. They!ve played a key role for some webcomics. For more details, see T Campbell!s “History of Online
Comics” at http://www.comixpedia.com/modules.php?op=modload&name=News&file=article&sid=696

There are many comics collectives of various sizes; the largest and most financially successful is Keenspot. Modern Tales
has formed another kind of collective, one based on selling subscriptions. And there are smaller collectives, like Drunk
Duck and Pants Press, which are based more on personal affiliation or artistic approach. Joe Zabel
6.) WEB CREATORS CAN INCORPORATE AS MUCH SOUND & MOVEMENT IN COMICS AS THEY!D LIKE.
This almost gets to the crucial discussion of what innovative hypercomics could be. From the many forums visited, most everything on the internet
that has a panel border and a graphic inside it with or without a caption or dialogue balloon = a web comic, as far as most webcomics creators are
concerned. It!s good that energy doesn!t seem to be wasted on religious war type controversies. They quite correctly discuss who does a good job
of incorporating sound and movement, so as to not confound the user or screw up the experience (lose sync, not load at all, etc.) and who doesn!t.
It!s under this category of discussion that the creative edges are debated, with mentions of expanded canvas, and Flash animation. As should be
true, it!s the content that seems to interest fellow web cartoonists the most, and if just a row of panels sitting there does it – fine.
But many artists, even if THEY aren!t up for exploring new levels of internet activity, are concerned that if such innovative, exploratory work isn!t
promoted and encouraged, the strength of online comics as a medium will not grow. As has been true somewhat so far, that webcomics will only
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be the tryout leagues for print comics. They agree that the flow of creators! work back and forth from web to print is rewarding (especially
financially), but are concerned at the cultural and financially embryo place of webcomics as yet.
7.) WEB CREATORS CAN ARRANGE NEW COMPENSATION METHODS FOR THEIR WORK.
Naturally, this is a widespread and feverishly discussed subject matter – making a living for what you love to do is of prime interest to every
creative person … well, actually every person, period.
The procedures and usefulness of new payments systems such as Bitpass and PayPal are the subject of another study, which should be
historically linked with comic book and strip artists! experiences of creative rights, copyrights, independent publishing and collective work patterns.
In brief, users may subscribe directly to the latest in a site!s content, or pay very time he/she wants to check out the latest work, or … there are
endless combinations of small payment plans.
In some ways, this aspect of webcomics may be its most innovative.

THE WEBCOMICS USER’S EXPERIENCE
The physical experience of using a computer, even with a cozy laptop or handheld devices, is more complicated to most people than holding a
book and reading pages. But the operative word there is “most”. As the 21st century rolls on, every day more folks are becoming accustomed to
daily internet use on a variety of devices. Small children play with digital devices as soon as books. So it!s certainly possible that the contrast in
visceral intimacy between these delivery forms will lessen, disappear or reverse.
For printed comics, there is the surface of the page and the dimensions of the pamphlet, book or newspaper. The panels of the comic are windows
to the story and they sit right on the surface of the paper page. The panels! shapes and juxtaposition aide us to perceive the pace and relative
importance of their contents. Our eyes and fingers manage the changing focus of attention as we move through the content.
For webcomics, there are 3 successive windows: the computer screen, the browser page layout, and the comics! layout – whose panels are the
final windows to the content. With a majority of computer screens at a good size now and at least the possibility of presenting a webcomic on a
browser page whose appearance the creator can control, most of the early web!s uncertainty and volatility are avoided. These are levels that a
user must focus THROUGH to get to the content, but familiarity breeds ease.
Once the user!s focus is on the comics layout, most current creators have settled on straightforward ways for the user to navigate. (If being
amusingly original in this is a factor, the creator does provide instructions. Some creators are pranksters, and theoretically the original navigation
could reinforce the content. This is almost never the case.) One simple click on a panel brings on the next panel or the next comics sequence or
the next web page. Icons generally follow the VCR metaphor or just arrows. If the idea is to present still images like print comics, but of infinite,
scrolled down length or infinite successive daily strips, this works fine.
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HYPERCOMICS FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
But for webcomics to be HYPERCOMICS and actually take advantage of the powerful properties of the online medium is another step. Have
current American hypercomics cartoonists used web techniques to reveal their content in the most effective way to convey their stories? No.
Most cartoonists on the web are focused on presenting linear stories, just like print comics. They do engage in the internet innovation of instant
communication: with their readers and colleagues, to provide communal connections to other sources. And many participate in the new payment
systems which are attempting to establish a different economic model for web commerce. This is no small feat, considering the American
economic system. Some do add sound to their images. Of course, the freedom to do or not do whatever you like on the web is a glorious advance
from all the restrictions found in most of comics! history. But by now it!s time to explore more of the special properties of this medium, in order that
its potential be realized and more innovative storytelling be developed.
Most webcomics creators fail to:
1.) realize that the (usually) 4 X 3 ratio of web screen real estate should be recognized as the viewing portal
2.) use content as a springboard to set up not only layout, but movement and/or interactivity
3.) use hyperlinks – arguably the most original and lively tool of the internet – other than as a “page turning” device

1. ) THE 4 X 3 VIEWING PORTAL
Most webcomics strip creators have figured this out. If they need to extend their strip, it!s horizontally scrollable. But many multi-paneled (comic
book format) creators and expanded canvas cartoonists design for the printed page without considering that the placement of their panels needs
to correspond to a window that!s more horizontal than vertical. They don!t cluster their panels so that a user can move down in sections that
correspond to the screen. An exception to this is Derek Kirk Kim!s SAME DIFFERENCE.
Although each episode is a very long, scrolling web page, Kim has laid out the panels so that there are sets of panels, usually 2 tiers, which fit
perfectly well on a screen and can be read in one look – like a print page. Unlike many scrollable comics, the user isn!t forced to continually mouse
a little up, a little down, to see all of the panels. !

Derek Kirk Kim
http://www.smallstoriesonline.com/Comics/SameDifference/SameDifferenceIndex.htm
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SAME DIFFERENCE Derek Kirk Kim

Splash panel
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Certainly webcomics can be designed to be more than these proportions, but the creator should use this shape as an asset, rather than an
annoyance. This IS the viewing shape, and in its horizontal emphasis, it!s little more like a person!s natural, real world viewing proportions.
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2.) LET THE “HOW” BE BASED ON THE “WHAT”
For many who have tried to incorporate movement and expanded canvas designs, the patterns of user interaction (the scrolling, the clicking) are
not related to the content. The placement of panels in relation to each other are either separate exercises – spelling “Hello” in panels – or making
stories go left, up and down on whim. Nor does it seem that the random confusion of life is the secondary message either. Using the 4 X 3 viewing
shape, expanded canvas comics can be laid out to both reinforce the content here (car wreck, falling off a cliff, paying one!s taxes) and still make
viewing the content easy. Plus utilize multi-paneled storytelling as well.
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various works by Daniel Merlin Goodbrey
http://www.e-merl.com/hyper.htm
His main hypercomics work has been described as “mind-maze enigmas”. His site is a treasure trove of commentary and creativity. He
differentiates his webcomics from his hypercomics from his animation. A devotee of the Infinite Canvas, not only did he build the Tarquin Engine to
produce such vast work, but in 2001 he slapped up a real world version of his “PoCom-UK-001” on a wall of the Institute of Contemporary Arts in
London.
He stands as a pioneer in both manifesting new ways of presenting comics on the web, taking advantage of the net!s particular strengths, and also
using these techniques to express himself powerfully. His software makes it possible to move easily on the z axis, making close scrutiny of a
particular panel possible.
Browsing his site takes a visitor through
progressive design decisions about the
best way to use the expanded canvas.
At one point he begins to help readers
by enlarging the first panel of a “string”
of panels in order to guide them as to
where to start. His work is ingenious,
but most often the layout of his complex
panels bears no relation to the content.
Unlike Brendan Cahill!s work, HOW the
layout appears is just a pattern. And the
endless scrolling necessary in all
directions is annoyingly pointless –
conveys no meaning.
A powerful exception is EXTERNALITY,
wherein “The Tarquin Engine provides
the foundation for a six-and-a-halfmonth-long improvised exploration into
the nature of reality.

“Ever wonder who'd win in fight
between The Ninja With No Arms and
Jesus Christ? Well, wonder no more...”
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Timothy Godek
http://www.yellowlight.scratchspace.net/comics/elcw/chrisware.html
Godek uses the Infinite Canvas program. This enables the reader to move through traditionally proportioned comics pages or sets of comics strips
in pans and zooms, both through one page and on to the next without having to call up a series of web pages.

He has programmed a huge comics page by Chris Ware entitled
EVERYBODY LOVES CHRIS WARE, filled with several different
comics strips so that the user can zoom in to a particular strip to
exactly the z axis position to show all the panels in one strip.
Then the user clicks on an adjacent strip to pan over to it. Since some
of the strips are at right angles or upsidedown to other strips, this
sometimes spins the comics page all around.
This amusing movement fits the tone of the content well.

http://www.yellowlight.scratchspace.net/comics/comics.html
Godek has created excellent content in multi-paneled comics such as TREE CITY U.S.A. Unfortunately, the pace of panning and zooming
approximate actual eye movements so closely that a slightly car sick feeling is engendered. The timing and style of such movement is crucial, and
this bobbling motion would work best on a sea faring tale.
Although a simple scrolling chart, not to be missed is Godek!s MY LIFE WITH PETS, an icon-based timeline of every pet he!s ever owned in
relationship with the other major events in his life.
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HOW the images appear in hypercomics should reflect the content of the images in order to create the most effective stories. The way that graphic
elements appear should reflect the content of what is appearing. The subject matter determines the panel layout (if expanded canvas), a panel!s
shape, and the manner of the graphics! action (if any). It is the story that drives the comic.
Unless the point is to be ironically prosaic, this doesn!t mean that the panel showing a flower garden should grow and expand, that a stumbling
drunk panel should fall over … hmm, that could be funny … It means that just as print comics! panels reflect their content in their shape or position
to each other, so hypercomics! panels – if they need to appear on the same page as previous panels – should arrive reflecting what they reveal in
subject matter.

On the right, here!s a viewing area with five
panels, a perfectly reasonable number, the
same as found in many print pages.
Depending on the storytelling style and
content, it might not be that every panel need
appear separately as shown here. Perhaps #1
and #3 appear at the same time. Perhaps #4
and #5 appear together.
Whether the panels are laid out beside one
another as are #1 and #3 or overlap depends
on the content and relationship desired
between those contents.
BUT, by having panels move at all, the user is
reminded of the z axis, is reminded of space in
depth as well as x and y coordinates. This may
be an unconscious awareness, but that
sensibility has been used to great storytelling
effect in movies and videos for several
decades.
The images are not just flat on the surface.
The illusion is one of coming out to meet the
user, of projecting just a little from the screen.
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MOTION GRAPHICS
The operating aesthetic for hypercomics movement should be motion graphics. With some exceptions, it is a method of moving images that may
fade in/out or pivot or shrink or darken as they move across the screen. But the images don!t animate – that is, squash and stretch. They slide and
blend, creating sometimes very simple impressions like the years of flying logos, and sometimes produce a dense visual orchestra. Using this
stylized effect with panels can result in the best of print comics layout and the power of online programming to move elements.

Still frames from the opening title sequence of Vertigo, designed by Saul Bass in 1958
Bass! masterpiece of a title sequence for Alfred Hitchcock!s VERTIGO, is a good example of these principles. Every element reinforces the
themes of the film: voyeurism, neurosis, melodrama, madness. The circle of the eye and the spinning abstract spirals take us both inside the
person and spinning into uncertainty. Unlike comics, Bass must do with the screen shape staying the same throughout. A multi-paneled comic
could heighten the uncertainty even more with various panel shapes.
Panels can move as individual units, slipping into place in a wide variety of paces. Or just pop on. Their relative size and shape carry as much
story information as in print comics. But the addition of movement gives the creator another element to use as emphasis. The panels! very flatness
maintains their identity as windows.
And this sets up a crucial, additional variable: having panels that do NOT move produces another storytelling contrast, emphasis – just as a full
page spread does in print.
More on this technique, which blossomed in the early 1980s with the rise of digital manipulation systems for video, can be found in Appendix 2.

OUTSIDE THE BOX Brendan Cahill
http://www.moderntales.com/series.php?name=box&view=current
To me, Cahill succeeds most fully in realizing the power of hypercomics. In “Outside the Box”, he has designed an overall formatting that uses
easy interactivity, conforms to the 4 X 3 ration for ease of screen reading and has set up a successful array of panel movements that provide a
direct language to appreciating the contents. There is no scrolling, everything happens within a stationary window in the browser.
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OUTSIDE THE BOX
For most scenes (“pages”),
there is a horizontal
establishing shot, then
subsequent panels slide or
dissolve on in various shapes
and at different paces over
that initial panel or beside it.
The user controls the timing
of their appearance with a
click. Dialogue shows up after
each panel has reached its
resting place. Each panel!s
pace of appearance and
placement provides another
level of storytelling. At the
end of a “page” a user click
dissolves the images away to
start the next one. There is
variety as well: sometimes successive positions of the same character
dissolve in at different spots within a large panel to give another feeling of
time.

In “Pieces of Each Other – Part 7”, a card game duel is being played by 2
adversaries. Each character!s successive panel spirals in onto its own
“stack” like a flipped card, with the panels! contents becoming more and
more close up. Very clever.
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VICIOUS SOUVENIRS John Barber
http://www.johnbarbercomics.com

Barber is an articulate creator and commentator
of the webcomics universe. More than any other
artist I ran across, he uses several techniques
to tell his stories: multi-leveled panels,
expanded canvas. Only aspect missing is
sound.
Like Cahill, the manner of panels! appearance
depends on the particular scene!s point, its
content. The level of graphic quality is quite
uneven and sometimes detracts from the story
(not clear exactly what!s going on) but his use of
collage elements and textures contributes to the
gritty atmosphere of his subject.
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Another use of multi-level storytelling, activating the z axis, can enhance the illusion of memories, dreams, flashbacks or just plain thoughts, so
dear to most comics creators.
Instead of squeezing such art into the origin panel or changing the shape of subsequent panels to convey this other story plane, such imaginings
can appear floating (or sitting, if movement would be too much) OVER the main layout of the comic.
Its type of arrival would depend on the story: POP UP if a jarring, sudden memory, ZOOM OUT if a dramatic inspiration, DISSOLVE ON if a
dreamy remembrance and so on. I couldn!t find anyone who does this, although they could be out there.
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3.) HYPERLINKS
On commentary and review sites for webcomics, a most often seen lament is about the lame or nonexistent use of hyperlinks. Many many
complaints by fans as well. Other than sending users to the next page, navigating to the previous sequence or to other comradely sites – all the
things that EVERY site can do, almost no webcomics creators build links into their work to enhance the storytelling. This is a major failure in the
use of the internet. Linking IS the net.
This lack is even more curious, considering the decade plus of interactive CD-Rom gaming, the Living Books-type learning CDs, well, just
computer gaming, period. In those forms of storytelling, clicking either MAKES SOMETHING HAPPEN or TAKES YOU TO ANOTHER SCENE IN
THE GAME. Why not do this in a webcomic? It is so wonderfully engaging and distinguishes webcomics from print comics, from animation. This is
the juice!
O.K., I can imagine some reasons. The creator:
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)

doesn!t know how easy the programming is (many graphic-oriented programs do this for you – no actual code need be even glimpsed)
doesn!t see that that the illusion of the user being INSIDE the comic panel is essential for the most powerful experience
thinks that branching stories or subplots are too hard to make and confusing to read
is only doing comics on the internet in order to get a chance to do print comics
doesn!t see that this is FUN FUN FUN

The branching that is done in the expanded canvas comics like DOODLEFLAK or McCloud!s MIMI!S LAST COFFEE is exactly the kind of flow
chart used by game designers to plan, not execute, the final work. If the branching is a surface game puzzle – O.K. But for a user to really stay in
the illusion of the story, arrows or obliquely angled panels are interruptions, distractions. Unless the tone of the work is reinforced by the presence
of visible strands meandering all over – which can be the case – then the connections should be invisible. Hide the magic to delight the user!
Of course, if the creator is only interested in linear narrative, this cuts down on the link necessity. But waitaminit, how about flashbacks? How
about “meanwhiles”? There are many instances in straightforward stories where a link could enrich the user experience. Whoosh! You!re there
instead of here.
If that moth-eaten old art form movies can produce simultaneous or time-warping illusions like “Run, Lola, Run” or “Memento”, it!s way past time
for webcomics creators to get going with some interactive storytelling. Explore the universe of multiple choice, varying pace, “Rashomon” plot
structures. Just make a flow chart to plan it out and enjoy the weaving of tales.
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BRAMBLETOWN Brent Wood
http://www.brambletown.com/
I would LOVE to see dozens of this type of storytelling in webcomics.
In 2003 Wood produced a compelling start of a branching, interlocking, Robert Altman style mystery. Part One enables the user to choose any
character!s story in any order. Each story strand is a sideways-scrolling comics strip which contains circular inserts which take the user off to other
strands and at the end of each character!s strip there is a link to another story strand. Although there are 3 parts listed, part 2 & 3 just take the
user back to part1: either a cruel prank by the creator, or lingering evidence that Wood never bothered to finish.

Holding the cursor over a character brings up a translucent pop-up with an
amusing and intriguing character description.

A middle section of a strip below scrolls to the right for many more panels. The
circled cowboy is a link to another strip.
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AND THEN …
ABOUT SOUND
This is an amazing element in storytelling, so effective in bringing a user into the imaginative
space. But just as every new level of interactivity needs expertise and focus, so does sound. In
comparison to the other aspects of excellent hypercomics creation, this is the area with the most
uncertainty, the least embedded expertise. The ease of technology is getting there – especially if
Apple Computers has anything to say about it – but this is a zone where less creators have the
energy to expand their knowledge.
The web animation folks are tackling it head on and for those who are using Macromedia Flash for
their interactivity, there are established guidelines. But too often so far, the sound (usually music)
doesn!t play well in webcomics. And there are still some cross platform issues if Quicktime isn!t the
player.
Unless the creator is going for a mostly-moving web animation, I!d lay off sound effects and go for
an ambient sound as an encompassing background. The exemption would be goofy, funny work,
in which case completely inappropriate sounds can be perfect.
There are interesting combos of comics and sound, used in unlikely ways. One site that is quite
good :

VARIOUS STORIES Kean Soo
http://www.keaner.net/
The comics! visuals are in a straightforward layout for downward scrolling. But at the top is a
Quicktime audio scroll bar. Once that song is loaded and the user hits the play button, the song
plays. As the user moves down the page, the lyrics of the song are printed horizontally in between
some panels. The user can pace the reading to the song if he/she so desires or not.
Soo!s choices of songs and the stories are wonderfully matched. The echo of reality - whereby we
DO live our lives to certain song tracks – is quite compelling.

ELSEWHERE Kean Soo
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FINALLY …
Initially, it was a surprise that more webcomics artists had not yet used the technological power of the internet to expand the possibilities of online
storytelling. For 21st century media, twelve years is a long time. Investigating this arena has provided some answers. First is the still-convoluted
intersection of art and technology, second is the volatile past of the internet itself, then there is a crucial factor in human motivation – getting paid,
and last is the boot straps nature of webcomics training.
In the tech + art zone, creative people are driven to expand their expertise if A.) they need to do so to accomplish their visions B.) they are just
plain curious C.) they must do so in order to get paid. This is exactly how all creative people act in every field. Most webcomics creators are happy
to produce linear narratives online in layouts and styles that are traditional. They enjoy the freedom to provide whatever content they desire. The
technical knowledge they must master to deliver this work is as far as they want to go.
For the relative few who are either just plain curious or who have ideas that cannot be realized with traditional layout and narrative, the exploration
has begun. If a cartoonist doesn!t feel that his/her creation will REALLY work until x, y, or z, then that artist is going to pursue the means to deliver
that vision. And some enthusiasts are creating programming tools to more easily aid cartoonists in these endeavors. Actually, much of the creative
process and practical procedures for innovative storytelling has been in place in the games field for years. But evidently the mental crossovers
(and/or the particular programming constructs) have not occurred. Not a lot of webcomics artists seem to fall into the not-satisfied, driven-to-domore category.
For those who are familiar with the rocky path of dealing with the internet, much of the return has been frustration. In the last few years,
improvements have stabilized crucial factors which render the presentation of art and dependable navigation acceptable – for some users,
excellent. But the checkered nature of internet performance has discouraged many creatives who have tested the waters. Unless driven (see
above) there was no reason for many to keep persevering.
The role of economics in all this is not to be dismissed. So far, no overall economic model has been widely established that gives webcomics
creators a direct way to make a living. A few are successful in combining subscriber sales, print sales, accessory sales (T-shirts, mugs) and so on,
the volume of which probably could support a cat. But these efforts in no way approach the income level that is possible in other media.
When a new level of technological expertise was demanded by dot coms and e-card companies offering work to cartoonists back in the day,
artists stepped up to the plate and learned fast. But currently there is no driving economic opportunity that requires cartoonists to expand into more
expert knowledge of interactivity. Actually, it seems that the online artists doing best financially are those whose work straddles the web and print
worlds, by printing their traditionally designed web comics.
Another factor so far has been the scattered, informal and self-taught nature of webcomics! growth as a field. Long before film schools, studios
provided training and apprenticeship for those wanting to work in movies. And every media has a version of this. But traditional comics has been
such a small field that there are very very few schools even for print training, forget online schooling. Therefore, new web artists have often been
personally reinventing the wheel.
Despite the other factors, if training could take cartoonists to the current level of internet expertise, perhaps the rich potential of hypercomics could
be realized. Hey, I volunteer.
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APPENDICES
1. Sprite Comics
2. Changing Over Time: the Future of Motion Graphics excerpts
3. Other Stuff That!s Interesting

APPENDIX 1

SPRITE COMICS
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
Sprite comics are web comics that use video game sprites and backgrounds for their artwork. Sprites are pixelated renditions of video game
characters that are taken from ROMs, through computer emulators. There are animated sprite comics as well, where each 'strip' is a separate
mini-movie, some utilizing Flash for enhanced effects, for example Secret of Mana Theater.
The first known sprite comic was "Neglected Mario Characters," which began as a spin off feature from "Super Mario Headquarters" a Mario
fansite.
Bob and George is often mistakenly recognized as the first "true" sprite comic. Originally planned to be a regular online comic, the creator started
off with Megaman sprites as filler. When he finally got around to the real comics, he found the MegaMan sprite comics were more popular, and he
reverted back.
Most sprite comics fall into three categories, those using Mega Man series sprites (such as Bob and George) and those using Final Fantasy series
sprites (such as 8-Bit Theater), and also those using Sonic sprites (such as That's My Sonic). The main reason for this is the wide variety of poses
the sprites from these games have, and the ease with which they can be edited into new sprites. Another such way to categorise them would be to
place them in the categories of "serious" and "humorous". "Bob and George" and "Silver Koopa and Friends" are examples of humorous sprite
comics, while "Warriors of the Net" is an example of a serious sprite comic.
There are, however, many sprite comics that use a combination of several spriting techniques and styles. Comics like How to Make a Sprite Comic
in Eight Easy Bits use a combination of original and ripped sprites while comics like Shagy Comics use ripped sprites from several different
games.
One form of webcomic similar to sprite comics are Pixel Art Comics. The major difference is that in pixel art comics the sprites used are wholly or
mostly created for the comic, rather than being pulled from video games. Two good examples are "A Modest Destiny" and "Kid Radd".
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Examples of existing sprite comics
_
Bob and George
_
8-Bit Theater
_
Kid Radd (retired)
_
How to Make a Sprite Comic in Eight Easy Bits
_
Shagy Comics
_
That's My Sonic (retired)
_
That's My Sonic 2 (retired)

APPENDIX 2
Changing Over Time: The Future of Motion Graphics (excerpts)
© Matt Frantz www.mattfrantz.com May 26, 2003
Art form with brief history and fast development
The earliest significant motion graphic artist that had a traditional background in graphic design was Saul Bass (1920-1996). He designed the
opening title sequences4 for many popular films such as The Man With The Golden Arm (1955), Vertigo (1958), Anatomy of a Murder (1959),
North by Northwest (1959), and Psycho (1960).
Many other designers have contributed to the evolution of motion graphics, but Bass was an exceptionally talented and productive designer, and is
commonly cited as being a pioneer in the field. Some of his designs may seem relatively simple compared with today!s standards, but his designs
were effective at communicating the mood or theme of the movies his graphics were introducing (see Figures 2, 3, and 4).
At the time when Bass was starting out, all graphics were created by hand or with film cameras, without the aid of computers. Even relatively
simple designs would require a lot of time and expense to produce. Bass designed opening title sequences for 21 movies in the 1950!s alone,
which is a remarkable achievement considering the time each project took to develop with the existing technology (Dawes).

Figure 2. Pictured are still frames from the opening title sequence for the motion picture The Man With The Golden Arm that Saul Bass designed
in 1955. The white lines moved on screen around the text into different geometric patterns until finally coming together to form a graphic of a
twisted arm.
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Figure 3. Still frames from the opening title sequence of Vertigo, designed by Saul Bass in 1958. While visually stimulating and appropriate for the
content of the movie, the technique is primitive compared to today!s standards. The title sequence consists of text zooming out from the center of
the screen over images of a woman!s eye. Then, a geometric spiral shape spins and zooms out from the center, also superimposed over
photographic imagery.

Figure 10. This Sony commercial created by Motion Theory consists of 2 dimensional graphics that slide across the screen and move to reveal
patterns similar to computer circuitry.

Hillman Curtis
http://www.hillmancurtis.com/hc_web/web_motion.shtml
Curtis is The Digital Master of web motion graphics and literally wrote the book on Flash movement – for Macromedia.
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APPENDIX 3
Other Stuff That!s Interesting
FUTURE
The speed and liveliness of comics creation on the web mean that the next wonderful American innovation could even already be here,
but only friends of the cartoonist at Cesar Chavez Middle School in Podunk Flats, Texas and a Helskinki PHP fanatic now know about it.
Some succinct opinion from Kristen Brennan, self-styled “Feral Mythologist”, author of AFTER KELLY at http://www.jitterbug.com/index.html in an
interview on http://www.sequentialtart.com:
KRISTEN:
The most common form of "digital comic", user-controlled slideshows (like Loving Henry and Brainbox Comics), are probably more accurately
digitized comics, since displaying them in traditional comics format would alter the interface but not the substance.

In my opinion, the defining characteristic of a true digital comic is user-influenced content. The most obvious way to create this is a branching
narrative, which allows the reader to make simple choices influencing the narrative flow (like Scott McCloud's Carl, from his book Understanding
Comics and expanded on his website).
The most obvious way to increase the sophistication of a digital comic is to reduce the prefabrication of possible choices and increase user
influence over her world. However, a comic which allows the user complete control is no longer a comic, in the sense that the creator has not
provided a story, or the building blocks of a story. Microsoft Comics Chat is the ultimate example of this ... users have complete control over
content, so the end result is a chat-room, not a comic.
Another traditional user-interaction which can be used in comics is the "hotspot", also called "the reveal." This is a location in the comic which
reacts if the user clicks on it. (Scott McCloud's NINETY-FIVE, Inverse Ink's Reflux)
Although not billed as such, the extremely popular Living Books series of children's CDRoms were essentially digital comics in slideshow format
peppered with hotspot/reveals. The first (and best) example was Grandma and Me, which was adapted from Mercer Mayer's book of the same
name.
SEQUENTIAL TART: What projects are you currently working on?
KRISTEN:
The next digital comics project is Zuzu & Bear, for which I'm writing/programming and is being designed/illustrated by swanky Australian comics
goddess Trudy Cooper (creator of Platinum Grit). This will be one level of weirdness up from the branching nonlinear narrative; The user has four
cubes. Each cubeface is a different cartoon panel. The user may revolve the cubes in 3d space so that any face is toward the reader. Ergo, the
user creates any one of 1,296 Calvin-and-Hobbes-like cartoon strips, all of which hopefully make some semblance of sense. I am extremely
excited about this!!
So am I.
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WEB TO PRINT YUMMIES
For a look at truly beautiful work, check out http://www.flightcomics.com/
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